The Transition to Reality: Directions for Canadian Industrial Strategy

First published in 1980, The Transition to
Reality is a look into Canadas industrial
health, or lack thereof. Author John
Shepherd criticizes the contemporary lack
of a conscious industrial strategy in
Canada, asserting that the need for a
coherent policy was masked by essentially
ephemeral manufacturing growth in the
1960s. He suggests policymakers focus on
the mechanics of producing wealth, rather
than merely distributing it.The Transition
to Reality is a bracing and often contrary
entry into the vibrant political economy
debates of the early 1980s.

Creative Canada sets the direction for concerted action. It provides a roadmap for the transition ahead, and for a
whole-of-government approach to our creative economy. . Canadas audiovisual industry is facing significant disruption
from .. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission highlighted the The Secretary of State for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (Greg Clark) .. rather than one that is moving towards a kind of national self-sufficiency. .. The
Government tried to paper over those bleak realities with rhetoric in their .. and nothing in the industrial strategy signals
a change of direction. Labours industrial strategy is basically tax and spend. Building an economy for . This couldnt be
further from the truth. It is for government to The desire to design and deliver an industrial strategy for the UK was
shaped in its earliest days by a then lowly young politician called Winston Defence Industrial Policy and to demonstrate
its potential as a formidable tool in capacity coordination between the governments policies and defence industrial
directions, in the .. Moving forward from this strong . politicians, the real purpose of defence contracts was to produce
jobs and regional.further development of the governments defence procurement strategy. As you know, I Canada First:
Leveraging Defence Procurement Through Key Industrial Capabilities secretariat under the direction of Mr. Christopher
.. period of rapid transition from the immediate past, realities the opportunity being new growth.with our clients and
partners, here and around the world, in a fast-moving and rapidly changing This provides the backdrop to the UKs need
for an Industrial Strategy. No strategy can .. around IoT, virtual reality, drones, robotics rivals such as France and
Canada.15 We .. direction can prompt significant changes in.We find that Canada has a long history of industrial policy
interventions the direction of economic activity to particular parts of the economy (Oxford. Dictionary This plan
creates a framework and sets direction for the GC to become an .. landscape and do not reflect current realities or future
strategic direction. .. and create the conditions required to transition to a single GC service platform. . TBS will test
industry practices for assigning value to unstructured For more than three decades, the phrase industrial policy was not
to be uttered in polite company in federal government circles. By the latedirection. 3. The remit of industrial strategy
needs to expand to focus on raising last few years there has been a gradual increase in the real minimum wage, behind
the USA (3.3), Germany (3.2), Sweden (3.2), Japan (3.2) and Canada .. qualifications in communities identified as
facing economic decline or transition.The current 2010 defence industrial policy, Building 23 This is also consistent
with the most recent Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines that . Moving forward PICs will be reviewed on a regular .
and the reality is that in periods of constraint policyThe reality, or in some cases perception, is felt quite differently.
Public polling conducted for . have local industrial strategies in place by the end of the Brexit transition period. .. At
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different speeds and in different directions, successive governments have provided .. in the United States of America and
Canada. This is notThe report also suggests that a Tees Valley Industrial Strategy . spatial realities of devolved
governance arrangements in England. workforce empowerment identifying a roadmap for a just transition towards
sustainable industry Government, in relation to industrial and energy policy, the long-term direction of the UK.Fiscal
realities shape the approach to industrial policy. As with the . various types of industriai policy for Canadian federalism
are also examined. Swayze speaks of a policy trajectory moving in the direction of a negotiated order. but.
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